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Architecture
Development Progress
Introduction

The Reference Architecture for Secure Smart Grids in Austria (RASSA) project aims at developing a secure, interoperable reference architecture for Austrian smart grids. Building on the strength of the project’s consortium,
this architecture is being specified in close coordination with all relevant stakeholders in Austria. By instantiating
parts of the reference architecture, secure, and compatible smart grid components can be implemented in a
consistent and efficient way. This poster shows the progress of this effort and illustrates methodical consequential
benefits, as well as the potential to integrate reactive and active security attributes into the reference architecture.

Methods
Modeling in SGAM-Toolbox
(www.en-trust.at/SGAM-Toolbox)

Traceable interconnection:
- RASSA
- Österreichs Energien (OE)
Domänenmodell.AT [1]
- NIST Logical Reference
Model (LRM) [2]
Prioritization:
- generic basic use cases
Fig. 1 Traceability of NIST-LRM, Domänen- testing toolbox as documen- modell.AT and RASSA in SGAM-Toolbox
tation method
- extensive use cases (e.g., Smart Metering)

Results
SGAM-Toolbox can generate UML activity and sequence diagrams, linked to pre-existing RASSA/OE/NIST components
in the reference architecture model, by using exact names in
a sentence describing a behavior or a necessary action:
“DSO sends meter data request to Smart Meter” and
“Smart Meter replies sending requested meter data to
DSO” using RASSA-Netzbetreiber instead of DSO defines
to inherit all interfaces of the differently modeled entity, different from the NIST or OE one, but all are interlinked and can
inherit/realize/trace security requirements and attributes.
Fig. 2 is an automatically generated sequence diagram of the
most basic architecture view of any smart grid application.
One actor is connected to one final device, disregarding all
intermediary connections and steps necessary in between.

Risk Attributes:
- SGAM layer position
- complexity of component
- status of specification (e.g., difficulty, priority, stability)
- constraints (pre- or post-condition)
- risk analysis (e.g., importance)
Reactive Security:
- traffic observation (observation points, filter/sampling
strategies)
- signature detection (machine learning, statistics)
- anomaly detection
Active Security:
- sniffing, port scan, replay attacks, fuzz testing
- side-channel attacks (e.g., power analysis)
- probing, fault injection (e.g, voltage glitching)
- analysis of integrated circuits (e.g., decapsulation, delayering/deprocessiong, microscope imaging, reverse engineering)
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Fig. 2 First five basic system architecture representing use cases modeled in SGAM-Toolbox

Conclusion
Modeling of the RASSA system architecture ist a work in
progress. Taking into account potential security attributes for
reactive and active security investigations is the next step.
Following steps are:
- including interconnection of ENTSO-E market role model
- adding active and reactive security attributes
- evaluating and setting attributes with stakeholders
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